Harry E. Fryer

Annual Flower Show Opens in Methodist Church Today

The good fellowship Men’s Club will be holding its annual flower show in the early evening of the 1st, with a display of the flowers that are expected to be in full bloom June 1st. The show will be open to the public from 5 to 9 p.m.
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Many Records Broken at Cup Meet; 704 Athletes Entered

Despite the low hanging fog that greeted the April showers, the Russell Cup meet held at the high school track last Saturday was the most successful ever held since the inception of the event. A total of 704 athletes representing 40 Southern California schools were entered in the all-day event and 25 records were shattered.

For the first time in the history of the meet the finals were broadcast direct from the field between 2:30 and 4:45, during the meet held at the Santa Barbara High School last year, Stanfill Stables of Compton who tied for first place in this event at the Russell Cup meet of 1937 will be divided between their schools for the meet of 1938 and both names will be inscribed on it.

The most outstanding record of the meet was set by Gill Lee of Beverly Hills in the high jump of Class A, division 1, where he vaulted 4 ft. 8 in. and White and Manion, third, 6 ft. 3 in.

The Montebello high tracksters were high men of the day, taking first in Class A, division 1, with 214 points; followed by Santa Barbara; second, 181 points; and Beverly Hills, third, 171 points.
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WOMAN'S ASSOCIATION MEET

The members of the evening group of the Woman's association met last Thursday at the home of Mrs. L. E. Hebel, Mrs. Charlotte Morrison, Mrs. Ruth Stamba, Mrs. Cassie Demarco, Mrs. P. L. Gordon, Mrs. D. I. Jamerson and Miss Verita Slaughter.
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BE SURE YOU SEE THE FREE MOVIE

"STAR IN MY KITCHEN"

Look attractive in the new 17-car 5400-horsepower streamlined "City of San Francisco," largest and most powerful in the world, which has just been placed in service by Southern Pacific, is shown passing over the snow covered Sierras. With a passenger capacity of 222, as compared to 170 on the old streamlined of the same name which it replaces, the new train is powered by a three-car Diesel-electric locomotive. It is owned and operated jointly by Southern Pacific, Union Pacific and Chicago & North Western railroads, and makes the San Francisco-Pasadena run in 8 hours.

Mrs. Roma Tubbs entertained in the number two home of Mrs. John Oliver of Whittier.

Mrs. Jerome F. Tubbs was hos­

Miss Elizabeth Furby entertained in honor of Mrs. Howard Bobo with a gift shower at the Gann home Wednesday afternoon. The shower was served at the close of the afternoon with Mrs. J. C. Furby at the tea table.

Beside the hostess those attending were: J. B. LaPey, Dr. Genevieve Shortley, Mrs. A. E. Southworth, Mrs. West Tooley, Mrs. Harold McKnight, Mrs. Marvin Davidson, Mrs. Dusie F. Babcock, Mrs. J. W. Young, Mrs. O. L. Lyman, Miss Ruth Bliss, Arthur Babcock and Harriet Gann.

MISS LEONA M'COBBYRE BECOMES BRIDE OF

WELBY OLIVER

The wedding chapel of the Santa Ana Methodist church was the setting for a pretty wedding Sun­

day when Miss Leona Ruth Mc-

Cubrey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

George A. McCubrey, and Wesley

Hamilton Oliver, son of Rev.

John Oliver of Whittier were united in marriage, the Rev. Oliver officiating the ring ceremony.

The bride, who wore a princess

gown of white taffeta with a

long tulle veil, was given in mar­

riage by her brother, Harold Mc-

cubrey. Miss Virginia McCubrey

was bridesmaid and wore peach­

toned taffeta trimmed in blue

frenzy. The bride's bouquet was of gar­
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LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

Phone 3638

912 Linden Ave.

35 East Mason St., Santa Barbara Phone 6101
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Gaffers & Sattler

GAS RANCE

Carpinteria Plumbing Co.

Plumbing — Heating — Sheet Metal Work

901 Linden Avenue

CARPINTERIA

Phone 3132
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Carpinteria Bank

SECURITY-FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LOS ANGELES

Coast Highway and Linden Avenue

D. SAWINBERG, Manager

Banking Hours, 10 to 5. Saturday 9 to 12

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

To Buy a supply of Lifebuoy! I got

the Idea at the motion picture cooking school.

Be sure you see the FREE movie

"STAR IN MY KITCHEN"

WHERE and how does Lifebuoy "come into this movie? We'd like to tell you—but it's a big sur­
prise "Star In My Kitchen" is full of surprises, and we don't want to spoil your blinkers with this plot.

So we can tell you here is Lifebuoy—this is an essence purifying ingredient. Daily Lifebuoy kitchen bar, $0.47, is so ordinary soap can. Over 70% milder than soaps used in the market. Lifebuoy is simply grand for the complexion. See the free movie.

LOOK BEAUTIFUL

Have a hairless... a new

permanant... a new hair trim... for that new hat... and the new clothes you'r so proud of!

Permanents... $2.50 up

Any Style

LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOP

Phone 3638

Carpinteria 912 Linden Ave.

— BEKINS FURNITURE DEPT. —

Specials of Twin or Full Size Bedroom Sets

ALSO REVERSIBLE CHINCHILLA RUGS

Take advantage of Warehouse Storage Merchandise and Prices. Trade Ins and Terms Considered.

35 East Mason St., Santa Barbara Phone 6101
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— MRS. J. L. FRAGA ENTERTAIN WITH DINNER —

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Fraga

entertained at dinner Sunday even­

EVENING GROUP, WOMAN'S ASSOCIATION MEET

Members of the evening group of the Woman's association met last Thursday at the home of Mrs. L. E. Hebel, Mrs. Charlotte Morrison, Mrs. Ruth Stamba, Mrs. Cassie Demarco, Mrs. P. L. Gordon, Mrs. D. I. Jamerson and Miss Verita Slaughter.
OXY TRACKSTERS
TO MEET L. A. J. C.

First free weekend in over a month will be afforded Occidental College tracksters this week, but the Tigers will make up for their layoff when they take on L. A. J. C. on May 2 and then compete in the Southern California conference meet on May 7.

Coach Joe Pipal's Bengals, conference champions, added another victim to their long list last weekend by whipping Santa Barbara State College with ease. Charlie Kilday, Oxy's "iron man," was winning national recognition at the same time by placing second in the Kansas Relays decathlon.

The addition of Pomona to the list of conference rivals on May 7 will make it very tough on Oxy. The Sagehens will cut deeply into the Tiger team total. Although the meet is held merely for the establishment of records, Occidental will attempt to prove itself as an all-around champion by capturing the unofficial scoring total.

La Verne College baseballers, who upset Occidental for their first Southern California conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger diamond for a dual match on Saturday when they attempt to prove itself winning national recognition at inference champions, added another conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger team total. Although the meet is held merely for the establishment of records, Occidental will attempt to prove itself as an all-around champion by capturing the unofficial scoring total. La Verne College baseballers, who upset Occidental for their first Southern California conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger diamond for a dual match on Saturday when they attempt to prove itself winning national recognition at inference champions, added another conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger team total. Although the meet is held merely for the establishment of records, Occidental will attempt to prove itself as an all-around champion by capturing the unofficial scoring total. La Verne College baseballers, who upset Occidental for their first Southern California conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger diamond for a dual match on Saturday when they attempt to prove itself winning national recognition at inference champions, added another conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger team total. Although the meet is held merely for the establishment of records, Occidental will attempt to prove itself as an all-around champion by capturing the unofficial scoring total. La Verne College baseballers, who upset Occidental for their first Southern California conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger diamond for a dual match on Saturday when they attempt to prove itself winning national recognition at inference champions, added another conference victory, will attempt to do a repeat act on Friday when they visit the Tiger team total. Although the meet is held merely for the establishment of records, Occidental will attempt to prove itself as an all-around champion by capturing the unofficial scoring total.
And the Bananas Go ‘Round and ‘Round!

Banana cream pie, the all-time favorite, is quick and easy to make because it requires no baking. It is a combination of bananas, cream, and flavoring. It is a delightful dessert for the summer months.

**Banana Cream Pie**

- 1/4 cup milk
- 1 1/2 cups mashed bananas
- 1/4 cup sugar
- 1/2 teaspoon salt
- 2 tablespoons unbleached flour
- 1 package instant vanilla pudding mix
- 2 cups heavy cream
- 1/4 cup sugar

1. In a saucepan, combine milk, sugar, salt, and flour. Cook over medium heat until thickened, stirring constantly.
2. Beat egg whites until stiff, then add sugar gradually while continuing to beat. Add a few drops of flavoring. Soften spread over top of pie and bake in moderate oven (350°F.) for 10 to 15 minutes or until meringue is delicately browned. Covers one 9-inch pie.

**Banana Chocolate Cream Pie**

1. To make the chocolate banana pie shown in illustration, use your favorite pastry. Line a deep dish.
2. Fill with a layer of sliced bananas, pour on chocolate filling, and garnish with banana slices and whipped cream, as shown.

**Meringue**

1. Beat 1 egg until stiff, then add 1/2 cup sugar gradually while continuing to beat. Add a few drops of flavoring. Soften spread over top of pie and bake in moderate oven (350°F.) for 10 to 15 minutes or until meringue is delicately browned. Covers one 9-inch pie.

**How to Make a Banana Split**

1. Split banana lengthwise.
2. Place banana cut-side down in a bowl.
3. Add ice cream of desired flavor.
4. Sprinkle with whipped cream.
5. Add maraschino cherries.

**Scientific Dairying**

We depend upon every proven scientific device so that the products bearing our name are always uniform in quality and freshness. A trial will convince you.

**SAFETY EQUIPMENT and RIGID INSPECTION**

**Monte Vista Dairy**

Phone 3441

Carpinteria, Calif.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Mead of Ventura attended the Eastern Bear cuddly party Monday evening.

Guests from Santa Barbara, Ventura, and Oxnard attended the progress and party given by Vallecito chapter, Eastern Star, Monday evening. Chairmen in charges were Mrs. John B. Hadden, Mrs. Demill Wharton, Mrs. G. Blindt Tucker and Mrs. John C. Purdy.

**REPAIR CROSSING ON PALM AVENUE**

The Palm Avenue crossing over the southern Pacific tracks is closed to traffic this week while crews of workmen are bonded in widening the crossing and paving it the full width of the street. The railroad’s attention was recently called to the dangerous condition of the evening by the Chamber of Commerce.

**ANNOUNCEMENT**

For Office of

**JUSTICE OF THE PEACE**

First Judicial Township, Santa Barbara County, California

Having been appointed by the Board of Supervisors to fill out the unexpired term of James F. Tubbs, resigned, I now desire to announce to the voters of this Judicial Township, re; Carpinteria Township, that I will be candidate for the said office of Justice of the Peace for the ensuing term and respectfully solicit the support of the voters of this Township at the Annual Election.

C. P. MOORE
Justice of Peace

**Leibler’s Hi-Way Liquor Shop**

CARPINTERIA, CALIF. PHONE 248

**NEW LOW PRICES**

OLD TAYLOR .5 Lit. $7.10 Qt. $24.30

OLD OVERTOL .5 Lit. 60c Qt. $1.70

OLD QUAKER .5 Lit. 58c Qt. $1.68

TOWN TAVERN .5 Lit. 53c Qt. $1.00

SCOTCH WHISKIES

MARTINS V. O. 10 Year Old

LORD DOUGLAS 10 Year Old

**BUSHMILLS Established 1784**

ISHKY WHISKY 9 Years Old 5th $3.90

Italian Swiss Colony

Wines in bulk

SWEET WINES, gal. $1.35

SWEET WINES, gal. $1.50

BURLUNDY, gal. $1.00

BURGUNDY, gal. $1.50

CLARET, gal. $1.00

CLARET, gal. $1.50

Full Line of Fine Imported Wines, Liqueurs, Scotch Whiskies, Champagnes.

**EVERY WOMAN LONGS FOR FREEDOM FROM HARD-WORK WASHDAYS!**

How one woman discovered the NEW RINSO and got whiter, brighter washes without scrubbing or boiling is dramatically shown in "STAR IN MY KITCHEN" FREE Full-Length Movie DON’T MISS IT!
NEW YORK — (Special).—The dream of the mechanical age and perhaps the commonplace event of the World of Tomorrow—trip to Mars is in a rocketship—will be produced in tangible form in steel and glass when a model working rocketport is placed into operation at the New York World's Fair 1938.

Now being constructed by Raymond Loewy, industrial designer, the operating plan-5e-line will be part of a free, public exhibit in the transportation section of the Fair.

More than a thousand visitors will be able to see the show at one time. After an inspecting, actuated display of transportation from the day of the cave man to the present illumination in the auditorium will be shifted to spot-rocket the spacecraft.

Airplanes, trains, railroad tracks and taxicab of futuristic design will bring passengers and twirly-elevators will begin loading the rocketship's cargo. When the time comes for departure, airs will sound, machinists will hum, a giant crane will lift the rocketship and place it in the breath of the sun and a brilliant flash and an explosion will indicate that the world-folk are off on a visit to another planet.

By means of an ingenious invention resembling the shutter of a camera, placed in the sky-ceiling, the audience will seem to see the rocketship vanish into the vast reaches of space.

The Ambassador probably is right.

And even if it weren't such a thankless job—choosing two or three dozen ladies from among the hundreds who regularly clamor for the social distinction of a Court presentation—it still isn't difficult to see practicality in Mr. Kennedy's point of view.

Certainly no English-American treaties or trade agreements ever have been broken because a Yankee lady was denied an appearance at St. John's. No international crises have been precipitated nor peace programs sacrificed because an American woman was or wasn't officially recognized at the English Court. But the unselfish, un diplomatique

repressions which have echoed across the seas! The social thunderbolts which have been launched! The scintillating victories—the heartbreaking defeats—that the quaint old British custom has visited on socially inclined woman-kind!

Going through their presentation pace, ladies have borne physical torture, learning to walk, to curry, to manage a train, to acquire themselves elegantly at the court. Tempers have been raised and sweet dispositions spoiled. More than a few Court successes have been known to culminate in nervous collapse. Many an otherwise peaceable trip abroad has been completely ruined by the social necessity of a presentation in the family. And months have been sacrificed by weary fathers of debutantes—pulling social strings, banding political wires, imposing on public officials—begging the favor of an appearance at St. John's.

Finally, among too many ladies who've made their bows in Court, arrogance and jealousy have been rampant. For unfortunately, the more experience of walking into a royal presence, with feathers in her hair, but seemed to many a woman quite to set her apart from her sister society and bridge companions back in Oklahoma and Sunnyside, U. S. A.

And though countless gracious

ladies have survived the test ably, considering all the aspects, perhaps the royal formalities at St. John's, scrapped for the same by the American Ambassador, need not be too kindly missed by the world at large.

GUADALUPE LIQUOR LICENSES REVOKED

LOS ANGELES—Seven liquor licenses at Guadalupe, where conditions recently caused vigorous protests from citizens, were drastically punished for violations of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act when the State Board of Examiners levied their licenses at its meeting in Sacramento last week.

In announcing the board's action, William G. Bonelli, member of the board from the fourth district, said: "The board will not continue to impose unfounded regulations which exist as prevailed in these places at Guadalupe. Its action in revoking the seven licenses is not only punishment for those found guilty of violations of the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, but is notice to other violators as to what they may expect if apprehended.

There are enough law-abiding licensees to care for the public needs and the board neither desires nor intends to permit anyone to violate any other type of license to operate. When I assumed office recently, I made a pledge to the people of Los Angeles that I would endeavor to correct any and all improper acts, which we believe to be being enforced under these laws, and I believe I have kept my word in that respect."

Licenses revoked at Guadalupe were: Manuel D. Perez, Las Glorias Cafe; Carmen Castillo, Algodon, El Porvenir Pool Hall; Anselmo Lemos, Conede Garcia, Baucalis Cafe; Concha Padilla, La Paloma Cafe, Julia Rojo, El Higuito Cafe.

The board also denied license applications from W. W. Knight, Orcutt and William Papes, College Inn, Santa Barbara.

In the fourth district 52 licenses were denied, 16 revoked and 3 suspended.

SAVE SOIL IS TOPIC FOR FIELD DAY PROGRAM

"Keeping Farm Soil on the Farm" will be the topic of the talk by V. P. Blanchard, Farm Advisor of Ventura county, at the 11th Annual Field Day for Walnut Growers of Southern California, Thursday, May 20, at North Los Angeles under the joint auspices of the Edible Nuts Department of the California Farm Bureau Federation and the Agricultural Extension Service, according to Sydney A. Anderson, Farm Advisor in Santa Barbara county for the University of California.

This comes as an announcement to be, E. O. Campbell of Goleta, Santa Barbara county member of the Committee.

"Mr. Blanchard's talk," Campbell stated, "will be based upon a study made immediately following the flood of March 1, studying the sandy loam to the southern reaches of the state and recording the effects of the flood, the study covering the southern part of the state and recording the results. Study was made of drainage, farm practices, etc., which were causing soil loss or loss of soil. Hundreds of Groves have been photographed and a detailed study made of the entire situation. Campbell pointed out that Blanchard's talk will be illustrated by use of these photographs.

Delayed foliation or abnormal tendencies of walnuts, destruction of walnut pods, trapgrass weeds, and harvesting will also be discussed on the program.

"The irrigation and pest control discussions will be supplemented by a demonstration in the field," Campbell stated, adding that the talk on irrigation which will be given by W. E. Schowecker will include a discussion of methods and irrigation structures in relation as well as in relation to moisture and the leaching of fertility.

D. C. Brown, manager of the Santa Barbara Santa Barbara county squad is the first officer in this area to receive one of the new radio equipment cycles which the state is planning to furnish for all members of the highway patrol.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Henderson are to dine here tonight at their ranch home.

want Ads in The Chronicle this week.

LEGAL NOTICE

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

No. 2568

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SANTA BARBARA

The Matter of the Application of BEATRICE ANCHORDOQUY of Santa Barbara, for a Change of Name.

In the Matter of the Application of BEATRICE ANCHORDOQUY of Santa Barbara, for a Change of Name.

ORDERED that all persons interested in said matter be and are hereby notified and are ordered to show cause on or before May 31, 1938, why a change of name petition should not be granted.

In the Matter of the Application of BEATRICE ANCHORDOQUY of Santa Barbara, for a Change of Name.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all persons interested in and are hereby notified and are ordered to show cause on or before May 10, 1938, why a change of name petition should not be granted.

The reason for said change of name is to move to BATERDONO WASHINGTON COUNTY.

The reason for said change of name is to move to BATERDONO WASHINGTON COUNTY.

In the Matter of the Application of BEATRICE ANCHORDOQUY of Santa Barbara, for a Change of Name.
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"Keeping Farm Soil on the Farm" will be the topic of the talk by V. P. Blanchard, Farm Advisor of Ventura county, at the 11th Annual Field Day for Walnut Growers of Southern California, Thursday, May 20, at North Los Angeles under the joint auspices of the Edible Nuts Department of the California Farm Bureau Federation and the Agricultural Extension Service, according to Sydney A. Anderson, Farm Advisor in Santa Barbara county for the University of California.

This comes as an announcement to be, E. O. Campbell of Goleta, Santa Barbara county member of the Committee.

"Mr. Blanchard's talk," Campbell stated, "will be based upon a study made immediately following the flood of March 1, studying the sandy loam to the southern reaches of the state and recording the effects of the flood, the study covering the southern part of the state and recording the results. Study was made of drainage, farm practices, etc., which were causing soil loss or loss of soil. Hundreds of Groves have been photographed and a detailed study made of the entire situation. Campbell pointed out that Blanchard's talk will be illustrated by use of these photographs.

Delayed foliation or abnormal tendencies of walnuts, destruction of walnut pods, trapgrass weeds, and harvesting will also be discussed on the program.
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Now Get This Straight, Bill!

“What this country needs”—according to this enthusiastic young citizen who emulates his father in discussing the economic situation—“is plenty of ripe bananas!” Bill, the listener, seems to be taking it in between big bites of the mellow fruit. A rugged individualist, he agrees a fellow likes to peel his own.

“Here we are in the midst of a depression and you must imagine it is a joke,” he says, “but if we had more bananas we would all be on banana boats in the South Pacific.”

Many Records Broken

At Cup Meet: 704

Athletes Entered

(Continued from page 1) Compton Second

Trailing Montebello in Class A, division 1, were Compton 30, Inglewood 22, Santa Monica 18, Santa Ana 17%, Beverly Hills 17, Santa Barbara 9 and Excelsior 7½. Trailing Covina in Class A, division 2, were Antelope Valley 36, Santa Barbara 22, Ventura Seniors 14, Fillmore, Garden Grove and Santa Maria all 11, Huntington Beach 10, Carpinteria 8, Santa Barbara Boy’s school, Escondido, Ventura Junior and Leuzinger at 8 each; San Luis Obispo 6, Downey 5 and Santa Paulas 1.

Following Santa Maria in Class B, division 2, were Leuzinger 21-1-5, Covina 20, San Luis Obispo 17, Huntington Beach 16-1-5, Oxnard 9, Garden Grove 9, Escondido 6-1-5, Carpinteria 6, Antelope Valley, Lompoc and Downey at 3 each, and Santa Paula 1-1-5.

Behind Montebello in Class B, division 1, were Beverly Hills 24-2-7, Redondo 16-1-7, Anaheim 13, Santa Barbara 12, Excelsior 11, Santa Monica 10, Compton 12-4-1 and Ingledow 1-1-7.

Trailing Leuzinger in Class C, division 2, were Huntington Beach 3%, Ventura Juniors 11, Santa Maria 10%, Garden Grove 9, Escondido 9, Lompoc and Covina 8, Arroyo Grande 5, Ojai 5½, Santa Paula 5, Antelope Valley 2 and Oxnard 2.

Among the new records established for the meet were the following:

Class A, Division 1

Broad jump: 22 ft. 11 in., made by Hughpe, Montebello. (Old record set by Pepper of Fullerton in 1937 at 21 ft. 11½ in.)

Mile run, 4:40.5 made by Meadewart, Santa Monica. (Old record set by Burgbee, Montebello. (Old record set by Peek of Fullerton in 1937 at 4:40.4.)

High jump: 6 ft. 3½ in., set by Burgess, Montebello.

In the Class B, Division 2, Cadwell placed 4th in the 520 yard run and Kendrick place second in the 400 yard event.

PROTECT OUR AMERICAN FARMERS AND WORKERS SAYS ELLIOTT

To protect American labor, to increase employment opportunities for American workers, to increase the purchasing power of American farmers and to provide markets for the produce of American workers and farmers, Congressman Elliott is introducing a bill to the Congress whereby the products of foreign workers will not be granted entry into American markets where the total landed costs, including payment of tariff duties, are less than the cost of similar products of America’s workers and America’s farmers.

Elliott recently protested reciprocal trade agreements that would permit the importations of commodities from other countries in which cost of production are so much lower than they are in this country. Proposed trade agreements have already imperiled the livelihood of the fig and raisin industry, the olive, wool growers, cattle, dairy, mining and other industries vital to California and the country. America’s industrial workers are being deprived of their jobs, despite low wages received, through importations of lower priced foreign products.

The government has spent billions of dollars providing relief employment and as Elliott states “if we do not begin actively to safeguard and build up our home markets we will have a greater unemployment problem. The farmer should enjoy the American market without low price foreign competition.”

Back at the Old Stand

The Drunkard

And a New Side-Splitting

After Show

SAT. — $1 — THURS. and FRI. - - 75c (Plus Tax)

Phone 23611 for Reservations

Play Box

Opposite Melody Lane

21 E. Canon Perdido

Grand Re-Opening

New Del Mar Theatre

FORMERLY THE RITZ

Sunday, May 1st

6:45 P. M.

Feature Attraction

George Brent and Olivia de Havilland

“GOLD IS WHERE YOU FIND IT” in technicolor

VAUDEVILLE ON THE STAGE

AND

RUSSELL CUP TRACK MEET PICTURES

Reservations on Sale Now

At the Del Mar Theatre on Linden Ave., Gordons Cottage Bakery and Camera and Sport Shop

Casita Theatre

Formerly Del Mar

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY

Spanish Picture Program

“EL SUPER LOCO”

Matinee at 2:00 P. M. Sunday

Admission 10 and 25 Cents

Closed Wednesday and Thursday

Friday — Saturday, May 6-7

Buck Jones

“RIDE ‘EM COWBOY”

Admission 10 and 15 Cents
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Delicious Recipes to be Demonstrated at Free Movie Cooking School Next Week

Goging to school in a theater! It sounds a bit strange, doesn't it? But that is what women of the community will be doing when the Carpentersville Chronicle's Motion Picture Cooking School comes to town on May 4.

There will be real lessons, too, lessons in measuring, mixing, and blending the ingredients for many recipes; in the preparation of such triumphs as a buttered fresh fish pie, making delicious frozen deserts and salads; in laundering fussy fabrics; and in planning healthful meals for growing children.

The camera has assembled all the expert information of trained home economists—not as a routine lecture, not as a formal “high-brow” demonstration, but as a real suspense and charm, and in a formal chat in an “on-again-cook-to-moments”.

There will be remarkable close-ups of each process in a series of models, conveniently-equipped kitchens—real, workable kitchens, including the synthetic, false-front variety, where trained home-makers will plan and complete the preparation of several meals so the entire audience can see the process step by step.

The finished dishes, which will be shown in full color, will look as though they could be picked right out of the picture and eaten on the spot.

The class won’t be all work, for there is the constant play of sparkling humor, the appeal of tender romance, the suspense of a mysterious, intelligently-directed story, which dramatizes every-day happenings—the human sort of things that really do happen.

Binding the attractive story together is the romance of home-making, a subject that holds the interest of every woman young and old. Even the Chronicle knows that all women—brides, business types, and experienced housekeepers—respond to the fascination of looking in on another woman when she is at work in the kitchen.

Particularly do they like it when they are allowed to sit quietly and watch her prepare some dish in which she specializes. They know that if they watch closely, while measuring and mixing and completing the entire cooking operation, this close-up personal study will be more helpful than hours of ready recipes or blind experimenting.

The motion picture camera was

WILL IMPROVE U. S. 101

Grading of 2.9 miles of U. S. No. 101, between Gaviota Pass and Santa Ynez River, in Santa Barbara county, will begin shortly, reports the Surveying Department of the National Automobile club. Bids for this project were opened in Sacramento on April 20, by the Division of Highways, and the low bid price was $275,555.90, which includes concrete paving and four reinforced concrete bridges to be constructed.

United Air Lines is making plans to transport 500 persons daily into San Francisco during the summer of 1933 when the Golden Gate International Exposition will be at its height.

IT GETS 'EM!

When all is said and done, it's the newspaper advertising that gets 'em.

That's what H. L. Blairkely, New York advertising expert, thinks. And considering he has the says-so in the annual expenditure of some $7,000,000 in advertising, his judgment should count for something. In California a few days ago to study the advertising value of our rural press, the expert paid tribute to the effectiveness and worth of various forms of advertising—and wound up by saying four-fifths of his advertising appropriations for 1938 would go to country newspapers.

All of which seems to prove that the country newspaper has made good in the city!

Wish Ads in The Chronicle bring results.

In "Gold Is Where You Find It," which will be featured on the opening program of the Del Mar Theatre in its new location Sunday night.

SENIORS INVITED TO ATTEND "OPEN HOUSE" AT U. S. C.

Approximately 1500 graduating seniors of high schools and junior colleges from Fresno to San Diego will be guests of the University of Southern California at "open house" on the campus May 7.

S. C. Alumni and the public will also attend a preview exhibit covering 40,000 square feet, of scientific research activities of the twenty-four schools and colleges May 6 from 3 to 9 p. m. in the university physical education building.

Following registration at 9 a. m. on Saturday, student guests will be addressed by Pres. Rufus B. von KleinSmid in a general assembly in Bovard auditorium, to be followed by a period of consultation between students and departmental faculty members. Visit (Continued on page 4)

OLIVIA DE HAVILAND

In "Gold Is Where You Find It," which will be featured on the opening program of the Del Mar Theatre in its new location Sunday night.

George Brent

In "Gold Is Where You Find It," which will be featured on the re-opening program of the Del Mar Theatre in its new location Sunday night.

MODEL $3500 HOME ON DISPLAY AT L. A. HOME SHOW

Building dollars go farther today than on the average during the last ten year period according to the exhibitors that are attracting record throngs to the Southern California Home Show in the Pan Pacific Auditorium here this week.

To prove the point there is a five room California type bungalow complete with every conceivable modern feature even to glass brick walls in one room and a pergola. The home complete can be built for $3500.00. Ten years ago a kitchen, each typical for homes of varying sizes, would include concrete paving and four ice-box wonders. Competent cooks who have drifted into bad habits will be able to check their own mistakes by studying the systematic routine revealed in those close-ups.

"They make cooking and housework seem so easy," the audience will say after watching the experienced home-makers in "Star in My Kitchen" instruct the eager, young Dedee Abot. And cooking will become easy for every woman who attends the Motion Picture Cooking School, where the lessons will be simple yet remarkably effective.

It sounds like a real reunion for women of the community, even to the Chronicle, which is getting steady stream of congratulations on booking this profitable cooking school.

In addition to the daily recipe school, a generous store of gifts are destined to be carried back to many a home from the Del Mar Theatre.

Don't miss the 1938-model school on "Star in My Kitchen." The whole family is assembled at the surprise birthday dinner which Dedee Abot prepares for Mike Anders in "Star in My Kitchen." These people will provide many interesting moments for the visitors at our cooking school.

Wish Ads in The Chronicle bring results.
The outstanding example of such a problem is the sanitary conditions in the old town section of Carpinteria. Under present conditions, and particularly during the high waters in February and March, it might easily prove the breeding ground of a serious epidemic that would sweep the entire community and might even spread for many miles down the coast.

Although county health officials and Carpinteria residents are fully aware of the seriousness of this situation they are powerless to do anything about it without federal aid. This area is included in the sanitary district but the cost of installing sewer lines, etc., is so great and the assessed value of property in this area so low that the property owners cannot possibly carry the burden of this greatly needed improvement.

With new funds available for public works projects representing grants for projects that are not nearly so vital to public welfare as the needed sanitary improvements in the old town area, and the fact that Carpinteria has received but little federal aid, it is to be hoped that government officials will again review requests for aid in solving this problem and grant the financial help so greatly needed. Not only would such a grant eliminate the possibility of costly epidemics, but it would adequately serve the.admission of the community into the launching of a program, that of creating more employment, for the completion of the sanitary district's program would naturally entail the hiring of ordinary labor over a considerable period of time.

**TIMES HAVE CHANGED**

Some years before the turn of the century, Commodore Vanderbilt is credited with having made the statement "The Public be Damned" in regard to certain large enterprises bearing on the public welfare over which he had control. Of course, no business man or enterprise would be foolhardy enough to issue such a statement today but it has really been made for the Santa Fe Railroad Company. With the ever increasing traffic hazards, the public is to be congratulated that this experience of the improved service which the Santa Fe desires to give its patrons in the San Joaquin Valley.

The decision went a step further, recognizing the financial difficulties in which the railroads of the country are involved, and indicated that the company hoped to wage the battle of life. Equipment with which to wage the battle of life. It is possible that this fact has been one of the reasons that Carpinteria has received so little in the way of financial aid.

**SECOND HELPING NEEDED**

Carpinteria residents are justly grateful for the PWA grant that has been made for the grammar school, just when all hope for such aid had been abandoned, but many feel that the $49,000 is but a small part of the federal aid that this district is entitled to, particularly in view of the fact that Carpinteria has contributed generously to federal income and social security funds.

It is possible that this fact has been one of the reasons that Carpinteria has received so little in the way of financial aid. Federal authorities should go further than the printed reports of assessed valuation which might lead them to believe that Carpinteria is a wealthy district well able to take care of its own problems.

Although no one questions the fact that Carpinteria is located in a rich agricultural area, the fact remains that food is grown in the hands of a comparatively small percentage of the entire population of the valley; the balance of the community being composed of people engaged in small business, who are hardly the carriers who can stand a heavier load of taxation than they are already carrying no matter how badly certain improvements may be needed.

Shirley Gets Lead

Shirley Ross, featured in "The Tall Man," will be seen in "Piran Parn,"" opposite Lloyd Nolan, John Howard and J. Carrol Nash.

Tutored Royalty

George Raft, currently starring in "Paramount," will read with Sylvia Sidney, soon to take the Duke of Windsor to have been the target of the Los Angeles Times.
every hour of day after the birth of Christ you would have spent only a little more than a billion dollars. If you played a billion one dollar bills end to end they would reach 114,406 miles, or more than 4½ times around the world at the equator. If you started to spend $100 a minute it would take 10 years before you would break. A billion one dollar bills would completely cover 2,000 football fields. From March 4, 1862 to April 3, 1868, the Federal government alone has spent nearly $37,000,000,000, according to official treasury figures.

BOY STASHES—A noted economist last week said “If taxes keep on mounting someday there will be a second Boston Tea Party.” Most people who do not pay income taxes believe taxes do not affect them very much. Here is some interesting information:

More than 8 per cent of the cost of a pound of beef or pork is in hidden taxes; 10 per cent of the cost of a suit of clothes; 25 per cent of the cost of toothpaste; 2 cents of every foot of bread, and 6 cents of the cost of a package of cigarettes goes to the tax collector. If a man who drinks two glasses of beer a day and smokes 20 cigarettes, he pays the government $45 a year in taxes.

Through taxation or borrowing America must collect more than $17,000,000,000 this year to run our Federal, state, county, and municipal governments. This is three times the amount of money in circulation and amounts to more than $46,500,000 a day.
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Hawaii Sending Big Delegation To Shrine Convention, Petite Polynesian Assents Potentate

Aloha Temple, Honolulu, will bring 300 nobles to the Shrine convention this June in Los Angeles, Diana Toy, Hawaiian paradise singer, tells this June in Los Angeles, Diana Toy, Hawaiian paradise singer, tells...

BUSINESS—General business sentiment in some sections of the country is gradually improving but as yet this better tone has not been translated into actual dollars and cents sales increases. As forecast in this column it now seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary boomlet by fall. Whether this sentiment seems likely that increased lending and spending by the government will create an inflationary...
Seniors Invited to Attend "Open House at U. S. C.

(Continued from page 1) wills will be guests of the U. S. C. student body at a noon lunch in the Town and Gown Foyer. At 2 p.m., the scientific exhibits and demonstrations will be opened with an informal dance scheduled for 3:15 p.m., when Trojan stu­dents will host the visitors.

Rare specimens gathered by the Hancock Pacific Expeditions including the head of a 250-pound bear strewn to the site of an orange by Indian head hunters of the Andes will be included in exhib.

Scientific demonstrations of the making of movies, registering impulses of the brain, sound waves of the voice made visible, miniature wind-tunnels for a-

tions tests, and a dental clinic illustrating the latest methods of gnatodyanamics will be included in feature displays. The same exhibits will be open-

e to the public and alumni on Friday, May 6, according to Dr. W. Ballentine Hosley, who is in charge of the annual event.

PROSPECTS FOR 1938 CITRUS CROP DECLARED GOOD

SACRAMENTO—Prospects for orange, lemon and grapefruit production in California considerably in excess of 1937 packed box to-

take is indicated in forecast released by the Federal-State Crop Reporting Service at the State Department of Agriculture.

Statistician R. E. Blake forecasts a total production of 42,358,000 boxes of all California oranges this year, which total forecast may be compared with 20,395,000 boxes in the last crop year.

Prospects are good, the Statisti-

cian, that the navel and miscel-

laneous crop as of April 1 may total 16,118,000 boxes, compared with the total of 12,243,000 boxes packed last year.

Total harvest of Valencia oranges in California was forecast at 25,440,000 boxes, which total may be compared with 11,930,000 boxes packed in the last crop year.

Based on the indicated produc-

tion of January 1, the California lemon production this year may reach 8,500,000 boxes, which total may be compared with the tops of 8,102,000 boxes packed last year.

Grapefruit production in Califor-

nia this year is forecast at 1,517,000 boxes. The pack of the last crop year was listed at 1,550,000 boxes.

Chronicle Want Ads bring results.

Victor Jory and Cristina Walle lie in a scene from the Ramona Pageant which is being presented at the Ramona Bowl in the Hemet-San Jacinto Valley on Apr. 20 and May 1 and 7 and 8.

MOTION PICTURE COOKING

SCHOOL— "Star in My Kitch-

en" sponsored by Carpintería Chronicle, Del Mar Theatre, Carpintería, May 4-5-6, 2:15 p. m.

ADMISSION FREE.

WANT ADS IN THE CHRONICLE

Bring Results.

Visit ALASKA or HONOLULU this Summer

W. tho Schwartzenberg

STEAMSHIP, AIRPLANE and HOTEL RESERVATIONS

1018 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. Phone 4308

STEAMSHIP, AIRPLANE and HOTEL RESERVATIONS

1018 State St. SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. Phone 4308

See twice as much—no extra cost

Go East one S. P. route—Return Another

THIS way you see twice as much—make your roundtrip east a real adventure—for no extra rail fare (except via Shan Round). All trains on all our routes completely air-conditioned. Let your nearest Southern Pacific agent help you plan.

FOR ECONOMY with perfect comfort—The Californian (for coach and tourist car passengers exclusively), travels a fast, convenient schedule direct to Chicago over the scenic Golden State Route. Features deluxe, streamlined reclining chair cars, special car reserved for women and children, registered nurse-stewards, fine dining car meals for 25c, 30c and 35c, free pillows, modern tourist sleepers, full-length recreation-lounge for tourist car passengers, easy chair, refreshment bar, radio. One chair car through to Memphis.

FOR LUXURY of extra fare—The famous Golden State Limited offers the finest in luxury equipment, special service, meals and scenery at regular fare. Completely air-conditioned, fast, direct.

FREE: New Illustrated Summer Travel Guide. See your nearest SP agent or write H. P. Monahan, 610 South Main St., Los Angeles.

Southern Pacific

EARL A. CHAFFEE, Agent

Phone 266

Advertisement for Southern Pacific Railways, featuring special travel offers and scenic routes.

See "Star in My Kitchen" motion picture cooking school, sponsored by Carpintería Chronicle, Del Mar Theatre, Carpintería, May 4-5-6, 2:15 p.m. Admission free.

Prospects for 1938 citrus crop declared good in Sacramento, with an estimated harvest of 42,358,000 boxes for all California oranges, compared to 20,395,000 boxes in the previous year. Total lemon forecast is 16,118,000 boxes, up from 12,243,000 boxes the previous year. Grapefruit production is expected to reach 1,517,000 boxes for the year.

Advertisements for the "Star in My Kitchen" motion picture cooking school, featuring Victo Jory and Cristina Walle. The event is sponsored by Carpintería Chronicle and scheduled for May 4-5-6 at Del Mar Theatre.

Promotions for Southern Pacific's "Go East One S. P. Route – Return Another" offering twice as much at no extra cost. The Californian, a luxury train, and the Golden State Limited offer comfort and scenic routes.

An advertisement for McRostie Bros., offering 4-way savings demonstration and "Where To Buy It" – Sales and Service.
Cladouette Colbert will leave Europe around the first of May for Hollywood, where she is scheduled to start work in "Are Husband Necessary?" Mary Carlisle and Mary Brian are taking a month’s vacation through Northern California, until Miss Carlisle is called back to Hollywood to start work in the next W. C. Fields picture, "Mr. Bumpus Goes to London." Miss May Wong is looking into the possibility of getting a new automobile. She’s been using taxi cabs for years but has decided to have her own car and learn how to drive. When George Raft completed his role in "Spawn of the North," he was well because she’s a girl prisoner and she’s not as much like Louise Campbell is her sister, Ottilla, who is visiting here from Chicago.

Gail Patrick is wearing ankle bracelets because of a strained ligament condition caused by an altercation between very high and low heels. The new square cut diamond bracelet Frances Dee is wearing at rehearsals for "If We Were King" was an Easter gift from Chicago. Florina (O-lamp) Braden from North Carolina, Olympe (O-lamp) Braden in "Old Chicago" now playing at the Fox Arlington, is visiting the area.
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Your Hollywood Correspondent Reports . . .

Cary Grant and Katharine Hepburn with Baby in their comedy hit "Bringing Up Baby" which will be seen at the California Theatre for three days starting Saturday. Also on the same program The Mauch Twins, Billy and Bobby, in "Peered and Twin Brother." NATIVE DAUGHTERS PRESENT "APRIL'S Fools" AT LOBERO-HAVING revived the dramatic instinct for which the order of Native Daughters once was noted locally, Reina del Mar parlor on next Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings, April 29-30 inclusive, will present "April's Fools," a three-act family comedy, by Jay Tobias, at Lobero little theater. Mrs. Charles Dalebo, active in Delores high school dramatics, who played juvenile roles at the old Potter theater and studied direction under Charles Meredith in the early days of the Lobero, will direct the comedy.

Lily Penning and Bob Hafferty will have the title roles, the form - as "April Trevor" and the latter as her "fool." Mrs. Justine Meloney will play "Amarilla Penny," working with Randy Scott. Jack Kenny and Mary Livingstone hope to move into their new Beverly Hills home the first of July. Irene Dunnas is vacationing in South Carolina. Olympe (O-lamp) Braden at all excited about the personal appearance tour she’ll take in connection with the opening of her current picture, "Stolen Heaven." Producers of "April's Fools" are five "Treasure Hunt" teams that are raising funds for entertainment of the Grand Padre of the order which meets here in June.

IN DOWNTOWN LOS ANGELES

"To The Victor"
The Years Most Unusual Picture

WIN'S GOLD WATCH

Cary H. Miller, manager of the California Theatre in Santa Barbara, has received word that he has been awarded one of the thirty gold watches presented by Warner Brothers Theatre Circuit for "service" ideas. Miller was the only manager on the coast to win one of those coveted awards.

Exciting Swim

One of several thrilling scenes in Paramount’s "The Texans," with Joan Bennett, Randolph Scott, May Robson and Walter Brennan, is a re-enactment of a great cattle drive across the Big Grande during Chisholm Trail days, with 1000 steers and their drovers being forced to swim the river.

WRESTLING - 8:30 p.m. EVERY THURSDAY

Mission Athletic Club
635 E. Montecito Phone 26394 SANTA BARBARA

TONY'S LOG CABIN
THE RESTAURANT UNIQUE
FAMOUS ITALIAN DISHES
Order Our Special Sizzling Steak
HATE YOUR NEXT PARTY IN OUR BANQUET ROOM
MIXED DRINKS - WINE - BEER
536 State St. Tel. 21291 SANTA BARBARA

TENTH ANNUAL ASSURANCE OF SANTA BARBARA
Tickets are on sale at the Bank of America
Call 263-9775 for information

STAR ATTRACTIONS AT
El Cortijo - Montecito

Lyle Griffin’s Swing Band Nightly
Lorraine - The Dancing Venus
Helene Oliver - Personality Girl
David Guardo from Clara Bow’s "IT" Club, Hollywood

NO INCREASE IN PRICES — NO COVER CHARGE
Santa Barbara’s Most Popular Place To Dine

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION ANNOUNCED
The United States Civil Service Commission has announced an open competitive examination for the following position: Farm manager, $2,000 a year; assistant farm manager (dairy)-man, $2,300 a year. Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice. Full information may be obtained from the Secretary of the U. S. Civil Service Board of Examiners, at the post office in this city.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION ANNOUNCED
The United States Civil Service Commission has announced an open competitive examination for the following position: Farm manager, $2,000 a year; assistant farm manager (dairy)-man, $2,300 a year. Bureau of Prisons, Department of Justice. Full information may be obtained from the Secretary of the U. S. Civil Service Board of Examiners, at the post office in this city.
Behind the Scenes In American Business

(Continued from page 3)

motorists of too fast a pace and continuous to warn until he slows down. Completely air-conditioned buses, ice cream wrapped in insulated paper which will keep a pint of ice cream from melting for an hour. Pick-up in demand for ladies' gloves, with light and pastel shades predominating. A survey of home ownership as of 1940, Federal census. A continued spurt in building, with 1938 total well over 1937.

MOVING SURPLUSES

America frequently faces a problem of moving its surplus crops. In 1938, California peach growers, for example, had a carry-over of 6,500,000 cases of canned peaches. A four-week merchandising campaign in 40 states increased the sale of canned peaches 171 percent. Chain stores in New York state currently are engaged in a ten-week campaign to move an apple surplus of 5,000,000 bushels, of which one-quarter were re-packed sold in the first two weeks of the drive. The week of May 28 to June 4 has been designated as "Cotton Week" which is designed to help move the surplus cotton crop. One out of every five persons in the country depends directly or indirectly on cotton for a livelihood.

HEADLINES—Steel output gains expected in current quarter. Rise in rail read passengers denied by Interstate Commerce Commission. Loans to bankers' worst, in five years. Food prices now average 14 percent under year ago, outlook for upward uncertain. $7,000 a foot paid for Miami business property, a new high for downtown Miami real estate since the Florida boom. Production of soy bean oil still record. Republic Steel Corporation expected to show loss of about $3,000,000 in first quarter. Libby, McNeil and Libby had net income of $2,777,705 last year. Richard Wray, former head of New York Stock Exchange goes to prison. Aircraft companies speed up production. Sales of Scotch whiskey estimated at 1,200,000 cases in 1938. Jesse H. Jones seen juggling in railroad traffic.

"You'll be happy as larks!"

1. His mother whispered: "Shh, wonderful, Bob—but you could teach her a thing or two about tea. Tell her to get Lipton's."

2. Bob objected: "Gosh, Mom, but Lipton's Tea must cost extra. And we're going to be poor as church mice!"

3. Mother laughed it off: "Why, son, even as choice a tea as Lipton's costs less than any other beverage except water. And you really ought to serve the best—when the best costs so little."

LIPTON'S TEA

"THE WORLD'S MOST DELICIOUS"

Well, of all things, just listen to this!

The cute little fur-bearing animal, whose peculiar way of warding off personal danger has made him a social outcast, has reason to be proud and happy today. For at last he has taught man a useful lesson, one that is growing especially helpful in railroading.

As a witness a recent bulletin distributed to Southern Pacific passengers, engineers and enginemen by W. L. Black, superintendent of the company's Sacramento division: "Rather bearing boxes on the summertime trains of the Southern Pacific are equipped with odor bombs which discharge an offensive odor in the event the journal bearings run excessively hot. When you detect such odor, train should be stopped and an inspection made."

BANANA TEA BREAD

New Star for your Kitchen

Good news! The Bridge club is going to the COOKING SCHOOL MOVIE today!

GRAND! It's sure to be full of good tips

Go to see the cooking school picture, "Star in My Kitchen." Find out how 9 of 10 screen stars use Lux Toilet Soap.

Its ACTIVE lather removes dust and dirt, state cosmetics thoroughly—prevents that choked pores that cause unattractive Cosmetic Skin—dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores.

Guard your complexion the way Hollywood stars—without pain, mild Lux Toilet Soap.

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

Don't miss the FREE MOVIE "Star in My Kitchen"
A Holiday in the Bath

A vacation in a bath tub—

Off hand, such an idea probably strikes my readers as being an exceptionally preposterous one.

The mention of vacation usually conjures up visions, not of bath tubs, but of excursions away from the commonplace world of work and duty, into another sphere of luxurious relaxation.

Actually, the bath may provide just that—an atmosphere of luxurious relaxation, and a brief vacation from everyday existence.

Of course there is the "duty" bath, which is merely a matter of soap and water and lather and scrubbing. But the "vacation" bath is something else entirely. It is a glamorous and glorified elaboration which goes far beyond the mere personal cleanliness.

It is alltogether a luxurious conception from the standpoint of luxury. The luxury of the "vacation" bath is, of course, quite achieves. The "vacation" bath there is a splendid opportunity to experiment with new soaps in new odors. The whole gamut of fragrances, all the way from stalwart pine to the overwhelming sweetness of Jasmine, can eventually be sampled in lazy comfort.

The luxurious "vacation" bath affords splendid opportunities to experiment with new and fragrant soaps, bath salts, bath oils, colognes, and body lotions, points out Max Factor, Hollywood's foremost authority on feminine grooming.

The main point I wish to make is that in speaking of "luxurious," I am not referring to the expenditure of moriey. The luxury of the "vacation" bath is not to be measured in financial outlay. It is entirely a matter of time and the personal state of mind.

Here in Hollywood, when stars such as Rosalind Russell, Joan Crawford, Alice Faye, Anne Shirley, Olivia de Havilland, or any of the dozens of others you might name are busy working in a picture, "duty" bathing is, of course, the order of the day. Arriving at the studios very early in the morning, and at their homes very late at night, ladies of the Plims have little time or energy left for any form of bathing except quick, practical showers or dips in their tubs.

But, when a picture has been completed, and its feminine star has a few days or weeks of leisure at her command, the bathing routine is generally a very different one.

Then comes the assembling of all the luxurious little niceties and luxurious frivolities which had to be omitted, because of the lack of time, during the long and busy work days at the studio.

It is really surprising to check overhand just how many interesting ways there are of complicating the simple bath. In the "duty" bath the principal object is cleanliness; almost any reputable brand of soap will serve. But in the luxurious "vacation" bath there is a splendid opportunity to experiment with new soaps in new odors. The whole gamut of fragrances, all the way from stalwart pine to the overwhelming sweetness of Jasmine, can eventually be sampled in lazy comfort.

Fragrance

Not are soaps the only medium of fragrance for the leisurely bath. Bath salts, bath oils, colognes, body lotions—these and many other compounds can contribute their scented richness, too.

Or perhaps the feminine fancy may turn from soap in its usual cake form, and finally select one of those granulated soaps which deliver such huge billows of lather instead. As for the water—possibly it is near boiling in temperature. Or it may be only mildly lukewarm. Maybe the bather likes the soothing sprays which can be sprayed from a big sponge. Or it is quite possible that she prefers the cleansing powders contained in a long-handled brush which handyly reaches the back and shoulders. Some like both.

The "vacation" bath relaxes nerves, and affords a generous share of fastidious well-being which the "duty" bath seldom, if ever, quite achieves. The "vacation" bath calls for a careless disregard of time, and the complete pampering of one's bathing whims. It is altogether a luxurious indulgence.

It must be understood, however, that in speaking of "luxurious," I am not referring to the expenditure of moriey. The luxury of the "vacation" bath is not to be measured in financial outlay. It is entirely a matter of time and the personal state of mind.

The "vacation" bath is an exceptionally preposterous one, glamorous and glorified elaboration which goes far beyond the mere personal cleanliness. The luxury of the "vacation" bath is something else entirely. It is a glamorous and glorified elaboration which goes far beyond the realm of merely achieving personal cleanliness.
YOUR HOME AND MINE  
BY ANNE WILSON

With automatic ranges becoming a part of so many kitchens, menus for oven meals which can be cooked under the supervision of the timer clock are becoming more and more in demand. Here is one for a simple meal:

Meat loaf in ring mold, noodles, tomato, celery and okra casserole, corn bread and rhubarb tapioca. The five foods are placed in the oven, the temperature set at 375 degrees and the timer clock set to cook them one and a half hours.

A more elaborate dinner might consist of barbecued beef or veal, baked potatoes, diced turnips, banana nut bread and fruit pie. The oven temperature is 350 degrees and the time two hours. The meat is prepared by covering a three-pound beef chuck or veal shoulder with % cup catsup, % cup chopped onion, salt, pepper, and two lemons, sliced.

More elaborate is this dinner, suggesting a baked stuffed pork tenderloin, candied sweet potatoes, slivered beans and carrots, spiced cranberry sauce and apple dumplings. To prepare the tenderloin, put a well-flavored dressing between three one-pound tenderloins fastened together with skewers.

Women with electric ranges do not worry about being a little late in getting home to take dinner out of the oven. An electric range’s moist oven heat does not dry out food, but keeps it appetizing until it is served.

The model of the cyclotron, or atom smashing machine, will be shown in actual operation at the 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition.

"Star In My Kitchen" — because Lux gives your hands beauty care. It has no harmful alkali to dry and coarsen the skin
— because it makes quick, rich, gentle suds
— because it gets the dishes done in almost no time
— and costs ever so little, especially when you use the economical big box.

for dishes — ends dishpan hands

Lux Home Appliance Show

May 4-5-6

"Star In My Kitchen" is entertaining as well as instructive. It has romance, humor, glamour — it will hold your interest every minute you are in the audience, and you will see many demonstrations of new recipes that have been prepared especially for this picture by several of America’s foremost home economists. There will be daily gifts for some fortunate women and, of course, free recipes for everyone.

THE TALKING
MOTION
PICTURE
COOKING SCHOOL
FREE GIFTS

PRESENTED BY
Carpinteria Chronicle
AT THE
Del Mar Theatre
Starts at 2:15 P. M.
THREE DAYS
May 4-5-6

The original desk of Noah Webster will be one of many historical relics displayed at the 1939 Golden Gate International Exposition.
**Morgan Seaside Service Station**

Distributors for Goodrich Silvertown Golden Ply Life-Saver Tires

**Complete Super Service Featuring Seaside Oil Co. Products**

This station, operated by Max Morgan, is located at 101 W. Carpenteria Avenue, one of the finest, sturdiest, most modernsuper service stations in the entire country. The finest part of this tire is the fact that in the handling and service they provide, ask about the new Goodrich Silvertown Golden Ply Life Saver tread.

The service station offers a complete line of gasoline, motor oil, engine oil, antifreeze, shock absorbers, wrenches and sockets, the finest oil filter, etc. Nothing is clearer or more convenient than "ooking by tires." This Industrial Magazine urges our readers to stop at Morgan's Seaside Service Station whenever they chance to be in Santa Barbara and service their tires with one stop service.

**Hitchcock Motor Company**

**PACKARD SALES AND SERVICE**

They are authorized Packard dealers located at 101 N. Carpenteria Avenue. They are the only Packard dealers in the entire county. They thoroughly understand the Packard and are equipped to give you any kind of service you may desire.

**Charles T. Holland, Inc.**

Services of Memorable Beauty at Prices Any Family Can Afford

Charles T. Holland is the president, Donald R. Welch, vice-president, and Andrew C. Lyons, secretary. Mr. Holland has been associated with the Holland company for many years.

They are always ready answer calls day or night and their professional service cannot be surpassed because of their promptness, their thought how many their ability. They will relieve you of all worry and responsibility and you may be assured the only manner your car tied to your credit is on both sides of the transaction. Mr. Holland's service station also has a complete line of Goodrich and Firestone tires, backed up by the best service available.

**The Donnelly Studio**

Photography

Your Mother will appreciate a picture of her child as a Mother's Day gift, made at the Donnelly Studio at 101 E. Carpenteria Avenue, Santa Barbara, as it will bring her joy all the time.

**Santa Barbara Rock Co.**

Sand, Gravel, Rock and Building Materials

They are located at 107 N. Carpenteria Avenue, telephone 4421, Santa Barbara. They handle all kinds of building materials, such as sand, gravel, rock, lumber, etc. They also handle Asphaltic paving materials which is manufactured in accordance with state specifications.

One of the most necessary concerns of our communities is the easy paving of the roads. This is a method that has been proved reliable and effective in construction where concrete, asphalt, stone, etc., are used, and sand and gravel have become of great importance.

**ROCKY NOOK—Etiwanda,}
Mr. Hurst, located at 3314 E. Haley in Santa Barbara, phone 4055 is the signal between house and tree preservation by pruning, spraying, and fertilizing; and as general consultant in the care of trees.

As the county grows old and the original vegetation is replaced by nursery stock, it is necessary to give the new growth the best care.

The story of the tree in the picture is that there is a price on well-grown trees, and if it is a price worth while, there is a price paid. Mr. Hurst furnishes one of the most complete tree care outfits in the country.

Tree inspection and information will be given by phoning Dixie Hurst, 7819, Santa Barbara.

WINSONSE AND JOHN FRIDERIC MURPHY
Architects
Telephone 28054
116 East Sola St., Santa Barbara, Calif.

HUNT'S China Shop
COME IN And Browse Around
If you have never been in the Hunt's China Shop at 1117 State in Santa Barbara, phone 2867, it is well worth your while. It is packed full of beautiful, modern, artistic chinaw, glassware, colored pottery. Odd items and sets are on display. Come in and see for yourself. Hurry in and find that which is so good. Hurry in and enjoy the friendly service.

SONOTONE SANTA BARBARA COMPANY
Sonotone Service
Located in the Grand也很, Santa Barbara, phone 4177 Santa Barbara, this shop handles the complete, modern repair shop, and as the name implies, sets it up in your presence.

BANKS
TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Oldest and Largest
Typewriter Exchange in the City
Located at 914 State, telephone 3385, Santa Barbara, this shop has a complete, modern repair shop. They rent, repair, and sell typewriters and exchange all makes of portables, and binding, spacing, and calculating machines, and standard type

This shop is equipped to repair any make of typewriter, and has a complete stock of replacement parts, including new and used parts.

Paint the surface and you save money.

The Pabco varnish is composed of natural products that will not mar it. This varnish is not turn white. This varnish is as good as any in the market today. We recommend it.
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The California Gleaners and Dyers

They are located at 1526 State St., Santa Barbara. They make all additional work, and often also make alterations of all kinds. Garments are called for and delivered in Santa Barbara.

The California Gleaners and Dyers has become an indispensable factor in the life of the day business and social life. So well does this modern dry cleaning fit into the popular need of cleaning and restoring clothing, and so well have they become one of the essential features of the day business.

Their dyeing service is known to be reliable and pleasing.

Children's Shop

Santa Barbara's Exclusive Children's Shop

In reviewing the different business firms in Santa Barbara we cannot help but notice the outstanding displays featured at the Children's Shop at 21 W. Canon Perdido, phone 3742. This is the complete line for the girl from birth to seventeen years old.

In the Infant section, they have a diverse selection which is sure to please any taste and come in all sizes. Here you may select a modern style for your baby with proper advice given to the experienced buyer. The dainty little needs things for the girl and the same love and care is given to the boy.

The Children's Shop carry the popular need of cleaning and dyeing that makes good dressing and keep your clothes looking smart. Here you find the different dry cleaners and their delicious, rich, creamy Velvet Ice Cream. —Adv.

Velvet Ice Cream Co.

The best loved of all American desserts in our old favorite ice cream are the luscious, rich, creamy, nourishing, cool food, which the modern American has come to know and love as an act of perfection.

The Velvet Ice Cream Company, makers of Velvet Ice Cream, whose sanitary plant is located at 1231 Santa Barbara St., in Santa Barbara, phone 5464, takes every precaution to see that their ice cream comes to you pure and wholesome. All containers and machinery that come in contact with their products are sterilized before they are used. Only the finest quality of fruits and pure fruits are used in their products plus expert craftsmanship and sincere interest in their work are all combined to give you the perfect Velvet Ice Cream.

In our Industrial Magazine we take pleasure in recommending this concern and last but not least, the fine boys who make and sell Velvet Ice Cream.

—Adv.

Butter

Crust Fies

Delicious Fies

Nothing adds so much to the pep of any family as delicious looking, luscious pies, baked to just the right crispness and deeply filled with a delicious flavor, with tender, flaky crusts, filled with pure fruits, etc. The Butter Crust Fies Bakers at 1235 Anacapa, phone 2745, Santa Barbara, just seem to melt in your mouth.

Charles

Painter

PAINTING

Charles Painter takes the gross work—the danger of disappoint­ment—out of painting. His ser­vice assures you a workmanship that looks right, and it is right. One that stands up-graves of real satisfaction—and protects the investment you have in your home.

You will find the work done by the best experts, be­cause familiar with the work, and knows how to produce the at­tractive design in general—professional style.

Instead on good painting by get­ting a design or pattern from a well known in the trade. Mr. Bausher and his boys will do the work in such a way the value of the product you have in your home will be increased.

Ask for Butter Crust Fies and you will always get delightful satisfaction.

Almost a Circus

For a non-circle picture, the new Paramount musical comedy, "The Gang's All Here," is a non-circle story as it is based on a woodland record for animals and birds. In this circus story, there are Blacky, Dorothy Lamour and Ray Milland there are fighting bulls, oxen, burros, geese, chickens, cats, dogs and even a turtle.

Exponents of Home Ownership

The loan policy of this organization is a model of fairness and simplicity. All loans are made on a definite contract basis whereas the borrower pays simple inter­est on the amount he owes each month. This means that the rate of interest charged is the same over the entire term of the loan and there are no addi­tionals fees charged. The Association of Santa Barbara and surrounding county area farmers and owners have taken steps in the past year to establish the California Gleaners and Dyers and to help the people to become home owners.

One of the most outstanding of these organizations is the Fed­eral Savings and Loan Associations which have acquired total assets of more than one million dollars since their organization in 1934. This fact itself is definite proof of the real worth of the Federal Government itself.

Money invested in this associa­tion, whether in large or small amounts, first of all is insured up to $5000.00 on each account by the Federal Savings and Loan Ins­urance Corporation, an instrumentality of the Federal Government itself. This money is locked out in the community for the financing of the purchase or construction of homes on a fair and reasonable basis.

In addition to chartering and supervising the Federal Savings and Loan Associations, and pro­viding, for the insurance of ac­counts, Congress has also provided that local savings institutions may invest its own funds in these associations to the extent of 10 per cent of the total amount invested by individuals, provided, however, that the advancing of this home financing shall be the first Federal Savings and Loan Associations in the First Federal Savings and Loan Area of Santa Barbara, are assured that they will earn gen­erous dividends with perfect safety. In this Industrial Magazine we unhesitatingly recommend this institution to all of our read­ers for the wonderful work they are doing to help every one own 100% scholarships.

BEE LINE SERVICE

Complete Wheel Align­ing and Axle Service

This shop is located at 1 W. Montecito, telephone 4783, Santa Barbara. Whenever your wheels are out of line or your axles are flimsy, you can be sure of good service to drive, but cause shakiness and wear tire, life.

The Bee Line Service has complete and scientific equipment, installed by experienced workmen who are doing the work for you. The Bee Line Service is only a call away. The Bee Line is your ticket to a job that looks right and is right.

Alfredo\n
Franz

PIANOS

If you are interested in pur­chasing a piano, please write to Alfredo Franz at 1239 Anacapa St., in Santa Barbara, phone 4783.

In this Industrial Magazine we urge you to have your piano examined every few months. In this respect we take pleasure in recommending the Bee Line Service to all readers, without reservation.

Mr. Alfredo Franz, owner and operator of the Bee Line Service, has been a piano maker and repairer for 20 years. He has 10 years' experience in the selection of materials and in the building of modern pianos. He is the master in the line of pianos for which you may make your selection.

Mr. Alfredo Franz is justly proud of his tailoring. His men are doing to help every one own their homes for a fair and reasonable cost.

In this Industrial Magazine we urge you to have your piano examined every few months. In this respect we take pleasure in recommending the Bee Line Service to all readers, without reservation.

Mr. Charles Painter, owner and operator of the Bee Line Service, has been a pianist for 10 years. He has a most enviable reputation. He will always be there for you to help every one own their homes for a fair and reasonable cost.
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Chicago College of Beauty

ENROLL NOW

This modern Beauty College is located at 820 State, phone 24932, Santa Barbara. The knowledge, experience and art of the world's famous beauty scientists may be learned here. It has turned out many pupils who now are successful operators in their own beauty shop.

This school will quickly teach you modern, practical methods. Here students receive individual attention from expert instructors and their methods assure rapid progress. They will work with your courtesy and pleasantness while you are mastering the art.

A SABELLA Sea Food Cafe

For the Freshest Sea Food Dinners

The A Sabella Sea Food Cafe at 222 E. Cabrillo Boulevard, tele­phone 27367, Santa Barbara is the place where you can get the finest quality of tasty, well cooked sea food at the most moderate prices.

In every town or city there is always one eating place whose quality of food, correctness in cooking, and prompt, courteous service, are superior to all others. Such a place is the A Sabella Sea Food Cafe.

A manager firmly believes that "quality has no substitute." These commodities are tastefully prepared in a spotless kitchen, by expert cooks, whose first thought is that the customer must be pleased.

In this Industrial Magazine we take great pride in having such a unique place. This recommen­dation is in a sincere one brought on by the personal experience of the writer.